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This is not 
your classic grad year.
Class of 2020, these are not easy times, but you did it!!!  This year Class of 2020, these are not easy times, but you did it!!!  This year COVID-19 COVID-19 
outbreak led to the cancellation of long-awaited convocation. Graduation is about more outbreak led to the cancellation of long-awaited convocation. Graduation is about more 
than walking across the stage to collect a diploma, though.  It marks the beginning than walking across the stage to collect a diploma, though.  It marks the beginning 
of the next phase of your life, which is something worth celebrating even in these of the next phase of your life, which is something worth celebrating even in these 
difficult times.  difficult times.  But we will get through them.  And with your leadership, the world But we will get through them.  And with your leadership, the world 
will be stronger than before.  Congratulations and lwill be stronger than before.  Congratulations and long-distance high fiveong-distance high five!



To all of our graduates, To all of our graduates, 
on behalf of our entire team on behalf of our entire team 
in the Faculty of Arts, in the Faculty of Arts, 
Congratulations. Congratulations. 

Be bold. Think big. Question everything. Be bold. Think big. Question everything. 
Believe in yourself. You are fantastic! Believe in yourself. You are fantastic! 

Pamela Sugiman, Pamela Sugiman, 
Dean of ArtsDean of Arts



A warm congratulations A warm congratulations 
to all of you! to all of you! 
Beyond the hard work Beyond the hard work 
and the inspiring discussions, and the inspiring discussions, 
your experience at university your experience at university 
will have taught you the will have taught you the 
importance of lifelong learning importance of lifelong learning 
and the transformative power of education.  and the transformative power of education.  

We are proud of your accomplishments as We are proud of your accomplishments as 
students. We look forward to witnessing your students. We look forward to witnessing your 
further achievements as Ryerson alumni.further achievements as Ryerson alumni.

Kathleen Kellett, Kathleen Kellett, 
Associate-Dean, Undergraduate StudiesAssociate-Dean, Undergraduate Studies



Dear graduating graduate students,Dear graduating graduate students,

Saying “congratulations” seems, quite simply, not Saying “congratulations” seems, quite simply, not 
enough. You have completed your degree during an enough. You have completed your degree during an 
unparalleled time in history, and under exceptional unparalleled time in history, and under exceptional 
and challenging conditions. You have accomplished so and challenging conditions. You have accomplished so 
very much in a highly unusual time. For this, you very much in a highly unusual time. For this, you 
should feel exceedingly proud.should feel exceedingly proud.

This pandemic has forced us all to rethink how we This pandemic has forced us all to rethink how we 
live, work, and love. With your degree in hand and new live, work, and love. With your degree in hand and new 
wisdom and insight in your mind and heart, we look to wisdom and insight in your mind and heart, we look to 
you to lead in new, just, and innovative ways. You you to lead in new, just, and innovative ways. You 
have succeeded during a time of turbulence—that is have succeeded during a time of turbulence—that is 
evidence to me that our future is in good hands. I evidence to me that our future is in good hands. I 
wish you the very best in whatever comes next for wish you the very best in whatever comes next for 
you; but wherever you land, please stay in touch.you; but wherever you land, please stay in touch.

Warmest regards,Warmest regards,
PatriziaPatrizia
Associate Dean, Research & Graduate Studies, Associate Dean, Research & Graduate Studies, 
Faculty of Arts, Ryerson UniversityFaculty of Arts, Ryerson University



Prabjot SethiPrabjot Sethi











Zanab Zanab 
ChaudhryChaudhry



Congrats & best wishes 
for your next adventure!

”“







Mayah Obadia graduates from the Mayah Obadia graduates from the 
BA in Geographic Analysis as an BA in Geographic Analysis as an 
academically remarkable student academically remarkable student 
with a GPA of 4.02. A 2019 with a GPA of 4.02. A 2019 
NSERC Student Research Grant NSERC Student Research Grant 
honed strong research and honed strong research and 
presentation skills. Having engaged presentation skills. Having engaged 
in the course union from 1st year in the course union from 1st year 
onwards, served as a Peer Mentor, onwards, served as a Peer Mentor, 
as President of the Student as President of the Student 
Association in Geographic Analysis Association in Geographic Analysis 
(SAGA) and as Director of (SAGA) and as Director of 
Geographic Analysis with the Geographic Analysis with the 
Ryerson Liberal Arts Society, Ryerson Liberal Arts Society, 
Mayah has demonstrated Mayah has demonstrated 
outstanding leadership in outstanding leadership in 
extra-curricular activities. In extra-curricular activities. In 
these roles, she demonstrably built these roles, she demonstrably built 
a supportive student community, a supportive student community, 
helped fellow students to grow helped fellow students to grow 
professionally, and create new and professionally, and create new and 
enhanced learning initiatives.enhanced learning initiatives.

Mayah Obadia, 
Geographic Analysis,

the winner of the Dean's Gold Medal





Tenelle CruickshankTenelle Cruickshank

Julia KustraJulia Kustra



Prabjot SethiPrabjot Sethi

Kaitlin SeepersaudKaitlin Seepersaud





You are brilliant, 
able and ambitious. 
We believe in you, 
happy graduation!

”
“

Student Experience Centre 



Brodie BarrickBrodie Barrick



Alisha RiceAlisha Rice

Law school, Law school, 
here I come!here I come!

"She turned her "She turned her 
can'ts into cans can'ts into cans 
and her dreams and her dreams 
into plans" into plans" 

- Kobi Yamada- Kobi Yamada







Brittany FontesBrittany Fontes Chelsea VernhoutChelsea Vernhout











I wanted to thank my I wanted to thank my 
family for supporting me family for supporting me 
through the adventure I through the adventure I 
had at Ryerson. Even had at Ryerson. Even 
though it started rocky, though it started rocky, 
I’ve learnt so much I’ve learnt so much 
about myself and the about myself and the 
world and am grateful world and am grateful 
for the amazing for the amazing 
experience. experience. 

Thank you,Thank you,
Hannah BrownHannah Brown





So happy to share in 
the excitement 
of your graduation day, &
so very proud of you, too!

”
“

Office of the Dean







Mahsa ParsehMahsa Parseh

















Congrats
Class 2020!


